
Abstract

Objective: To evaluate the expression of E-cadherin, Vimentin, CD31, CD117 in Oral Epithelial Dysplasia (OED) and Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma (OSCC), in comparison with Normal Oral Mucosa (NOM).

Material and Methods: Descriptive case study. Histological samples were analyzed by immunohistochemistry against E-cadherin, Vimentin, CD31, CD117. E-cadherin expression was evaluated by extent and intensity, Vimentin was evaluated by intensity and CD31 and CD117 quantitatively.

Results: The extent of E-cadherin was greater than 75% in all NOM samples, 81% of the OED samples and 47% of the OSCC samples. The intensity of E-cadherin was high in NOM (100%) and in OSCC (36%). Mean CD31 was 21.2 ± 5 in NOM samples, 23.4 ± 5.8 in OED samples and 36.7 ± 10.8 in OSCC samples. Mean CD117 was 7.2 ± 2.5 in NOM samples, 12.8 ± 5.3 in OED samples and 22.7 ± 5.3 in OSCC samples.

Conclusion: The molecular marker E-cadherin is significantly more down-regulated in dysplastic cells in comparison to NOM cells, while the mesenchymal marker Vimentin is expressed by epithelial cells in samples of NOM, OED and OSCC; questioning their value as prognostic markers. Finally, the quantification of CD31 and CD117 increased significantly in OSCC samples.
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Introduction

Epithelial cancers mostly affect the oral cavity with 9 out of 10 oral neoplasms diagnosed and classified as oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) [1,2]. The mechanism [3] by which a normal or oral dysplastic epithelium becomes tumorigenic and invasive is multifactorial, however it is widely-accepted that epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT), angiogenesis and inflammation, play a role. Indeed, EMT is a process by which an epithelial cell undergoes biochemical changes to assume a mesenchymal phenotype [4], which confers a greater capacity to migrate and invade anatomic sites far away from the site of origin [5].

The epithelial markers identified during EMT associated with tumor progression are E-cadherin and Vimentin [6,7], Briefly, E-cadherin is an important calcium-dependent transmembrane glycoprotein (cell adhesion molecule and signal transduction factor) located in the epithelial tissue. It can direct the formation of protein complexes attached to the actin cytoskeleton in combination with β-catenin formation which can prevent and reduce tumor cell adhesion. Hence, E-cadherin is an important symbol of occurrence of the loss of EMT. On the other hand, Vimentin is a cytoskeletal protein, not expressed in normal epithelial cells. It is widely distributed in fibroblasts, endothelial cells, and lymphocytes in the interstitial cells. The abnormal expression of Vimentin was also observed in a variety of epithelial tumors, and had close relationship with differentiation, invasion and metastasis of cancer cell.
Here in, the role of angiogenesis in early stages of carcinogenesis is still unclear. Yet, several research groups [8-11] describe an increase in angiogenesis in the malignant transformation of oral epithelium into OSCC.

In malignant neoplasms, the regulation of angiogenesis is lost, resulting in an increase in pro-angiogenic factors and/or loss of inhibitory angiogenic factors [12], changing the balance in favor of tumor angiogenesis. Mast cells favor angiogenesis in OSCC by releasing pro-angiogenic factors such as VEGF, bFGF, histamine [13].

To study angiogenesis and mast cells in OSCC, it is common to quantify the immunexpression of CD31 (platelet endothelial cell adhesion protein) and CD117 (receptor tyrosine kinase protein/proto-oncogene c-Kit) respectively [13,14]. Therefore, in this descriptive study (of a human case series) we evaluate the expression of E-cadherin, Vimentin, CD31, CD117 in OED and OSCC, in comparison with NOM.

Materials and Methods

Sample collection

All samples were obtained via the anatomical pathology service of the Faculty of Dentistry of the Universidad Andrés Bello in Viña del Mar, between 2004 and 2012. Study design was reviewed and approved by the bioethics committee of the Universidad Andrés Bello. Evaluation and statistical analysis was performed at BioMAT’X, Universidad de los Andes.

There were 16 NOM samples histologically diagnosed adjacent to irritative fibroids, vulgar warts, mucoceles, amalgam tattoos and nevi; 16 samples of OED and 19 OSCC samples and 19 NOM samples; 18 samples of OED and 19 OSCC samples were obtained to be used in the analysis by E-cadherin, Vimentin and CD31-CD117, respectively.

The inclusion criteria corresponded to the samples that had the information related to age, gender, diagnosis and anatomical location. The exclusion criteria corresponded to samples that presented artifacts of histological technique or absence of connective tissue in the area adjacent to epithelial dysplasia or OSCC.

Immunohistochemistry

From each sample, 4 micron thick sections were made. Each sample was mounted on a xilanized slide, de-waxed and rehydrated by immersion in dilutions of ethanol in graduated series. An antigenic recovery process was performed with CC1 (Cell Conditioning Solution Conditioner-1). Tissue sections were incubated with the anti-E-cadherin monoclonal antibody (DAKO), anti-Vimentin (Ventana), human CD-31 monoclonal antibody (Dako), and human CD-117 monoclonal antibody (BioSB) to 37°C.

The entire protocol was performed using automated equipment BenchMarck GX ©2014 Roche Products. Finally, the cuts were dehydrated and mounted with coverslips using entellan as a medium of assembly.

Evaluation of samples

Analysis of samples was performed by two double-blinded oral pathologists, previously standardized and calibrated. All samples were observed under an optical microscope (Olympus® CX-31).

Evaluation of immunostained samples against E-cadherin:

Immunopositive epithelial cells for E-cadherin were considered to have a pattern of plasma membrane staining. Determination of the extent of immunostaining for E-cadherin in the epithelial thickness of NOM, OED and OSCC was qualitatively evaluated and categorized into 1 = 1-25%; 2 = 26-50%; 3 = 51-75%; 4 = >75%. The intensity was evaluated qualitatively in an ordinal way, in 0: absence of staining; 1+: slight staining; 2+: moderate staining; 3+: staining marked. Each sample was compared with negative and positive controls locate on the same slide. The positive control was a segment of tonsil, liver and serous carcinoma. The negative control was obtained by omission of the primary antibody.

Evaluation of immunostained samples against Vimentin:

Immunopositive epithelial cells for Vimentin were considered to have a pattern of cytoplasmic staining. To determine vascular mean and mast cell mean, for each slide 3 pictures were photographed at a magnification of 40x, using Micrometrics® SE Premium, 5.1 megapixel Vs 2.9 digital camera incorporated into the optical microscope. It was counted any tubular structure coated by endothelial cells, individual endothelial cells or in islets immunoreactive to the CD-31 antibody was considered as a blood vessel. Mean vascular and mean mast cell was determined using the following formula: Number of vessels or mast cell in picture 1+ Number of vessels or mast cell in picture 3 + No of vessels or mast cell in picture)/3.

Statistical analysis

Age was represented by median and interquartile range. Gender, location, extent and intensity were represented by absolute and relative frequency. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used to analyze the extension and/or intensity according to the diagnosis. The post-hoc test of Conover-Iman was used to evaluate the differences in the range average. The comparison of the mean number of vessels and mast cell according to diagnosis was performed using ANOVA, with Bonferroni post hoc test. A significance level of 0.05 was used and statistical analysis was performed with the STATA 12® program (StataCorpLP, Texas, USA).

Results

Data on the number of samples included in the study, age, gender and location for each diagnosis are shown in Table 1. The extent and intensity of E-cadherin expression according to diagnosis is shown in Figure 1 & Table 2. The extent of E-cadherin in NOM, OED and OSCC is different (p <0.0022) with a distinction between NOM and OSCC (p=0.002) and, OED and OSCC (p=0.0107).

However, NOM and OED did not show difference (p=0.07). The analysis of E-cadherin intensity according to diagnosis indicates that there are differences between the 3 groups (p <0.0001). The NOM results differ from OED (p <0.001) and OSCC (p <0.001). However, there were no differences between OED and OSCC (p = 0.058). When correlating the extent and intensity of E-cadherin, a significant positive association was obtained with a Spearman rho of 0.5413. This indicates that increasing the marker’s range also increases its intensity.

Intensity expression of Vimentin according to study group is shown in Figure 2 & Table 3. We found a statistically significant association between intensity and diagnosis (p <0.0002). 81.25% of the NOM samples were negative for the marker, while 37.50% of the DEO samples presented intensity 2 and 36.84% of the OCE samples showed intensity 3. The results obtained differed between NOM and OED (p <0.0203), between NOM and OSCC (p <0.000) and between OED and OSCC (p <0.0044). There is a significant negative association with a Spearman rho of -0.4849 when correlating the intensity of E-cadherin with that of Vimentin, indicating that increasing the intensity of the immunostaining of one of the markers decreases the intensity of the other.

The mean number of vessels and number of mast cells according to diagnosis is shown in Figure 3, 4 & Table 4. The mean number of vessels was different according to diagnosis (p <0.001). The mean number of vessels was different between NOM and OSCC (p<0.001) and between OED and OSCC (p<0.001). However, no differences were shown between NOM and OED (p=0.19). Regarding mean number of mast cell, all groups showed statistically significant differences (p<0.001). An association was detected by associating the mean density of mast cells with mean vascular density. Both variables showed a statistically significant direct correlation of moderate intensity between both variables (r = 0.48, p <0.001).

### Table 1: Distribution of the sample by clinical and demographic characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Number of Samples</th>
<th>Median Age (years)</th>
<th>Frequency of Females %</th>
<th>Frequency of Males %</th>
<th>Localization % High Risk - Low Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22.25</td>
<td>68.75</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OED</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>55.12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>61.11 - 38.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCC</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>72.78</td>
<td>57.89</td>
<td>42.11</td>
<td>73.68 - 26.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Distribution of E-cadherin extent and intensity according to diagnosis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extention</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>26-50%</th>
<th>51-75%</th>
<th>76-100%</th>
<th>Mild</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Intensive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>16 (100)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>16 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OED</td>
<td>1 (6.25)</td>
<td>2 (12.5)</td>
<td>13 (81.25)</td>
<td>10 (62.5)</td>
<td>6 (37.50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCC</td>
<td>10 (52.63)</td>
<td>9 (47.37)</td>
<td>2 (10.53)</td>
<td>13 (68.42)</td>
<td>4 (21.05)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 1: E-cadherin in A. NOM. B. OED. C. OSCC.


Figure 2: Vimentin in A. NOM. B. OED. C. OSCC.

Figure 3: CD31 in A. NOM. B. OED. C. OSCC.

Figure 4: CD117 in A. NOM. B. OED. C. OSCC.

Table 3: Distribution of Vimentin intensity according to diagnosis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>0 (%): 13 (81,25)</th>
<th>1 (%)</th>
<th>2 (%)</th>
<th>3 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OED</td>
<td>6 (37,50)</td>
<td>4 (25)</td>
<td>6 (37,50)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCC</td>
<td>2 (10,53)</td>
<td>5 (26,32)</td>
<td>5 (26,32)</td>
<td>7 (36,84)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Mean number of vessels and cell mast according to diagnosis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostic</th>
<th>Vascular Media Density (vessels/mm²)</th>
<th>CI 95%</th>
<th>Mastocyte Media Density (cells/mm²)</th>
<th>CI 95%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>21.2±5.0</td>
<td>18.8-23.6</td>
<td>7.2±2.5</td>
<td>6.0-8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OED</td>
<td>23.4±5.8</td>
<td>20.5-26.3</td>
<td>12.8±5.3</td>
<td>10.6-14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCC</td>
<td>36.7±10.8</td>
<td>31.5-41.9</td>
<td>22.7±5.3</td>
<td>20.1-25.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

OED is a histopathological term that denotes the presence of alterations in the differentiation or maturation of oral epithelium [15,16] which is more likely to undergo malignant transformation compared to its normal counterpart [17,18]. Such alterations seem to be part of chronologically-sequenced morphological changes through which keratinocytes pass during their malignization process [17]. Often initiated in normal mucosa, then would undergo dysplastic changes, and eventually progress to an OSCC [18,19]. Therefore, it would be expected to find that OED, as a potentially malignant lesion, affects younger patients than those with OSCC, as our results where the average age of the OED was significantly lower than the present in the cases of OSCC.

In Chile, it has been reported that OED is more frequent in female gender and OSCC in masculine gender [20]. Unlike our results where we found that OED did not present preference for gender and OED more frequent in women. However, in most countries, men are more exposed to unhealthy lifestyles and carcinogenic factors such as alcohol, tobacco and diet, which have been associated with the pathogenesis of the disease [1,21]. In general, age groups that were most affected by ODE and OSCC correspond to the 5th and 7th decade, respectively, and coincides with that reported in the literature [22,23]. This difference could be due to the fact that for the development of an OSCC, the action of carcinogens that provoke non-lethal mutations in the DNA for a long period of time is necessary so that the first cell that multiplies autonomously and uncontrolled will originate into the neoplastic mass. The passage of time leads to an increase in exposure to risk factors, to which additional genetic and epigenetic changes associated with age are added [24]. It was also observed that the mean age of OEDs was significantly lower than the mean age in OSCC cases, which is consistent if we consider that OED is a potentially malignant lesion that may be the anteroom for the development of an OSCC [20].

Extent and intensity of E-cadherin is higher in NOM, followed by OED and OSCC (Table 2), which may indicate that the cells are in EMT, a fundamental process during oncogenesis where there is a decrease in the expression of the junctional epithelial cells and the tendency to acquire a mesenchymal phenotype that will confer a greater capacity to migrate to distant sites. Similar findings are reported by others [25-27], where a decreased expression of E-cadherin in tumor cells was detected in comparison to the strong expression of the same molecule in NOM.

Expression of vimentin in epithelium was not identified in most samples of the NOM group. Unlike the MON group, immunoexpression of Vimentin in 37.5% of samples from the OED group showed moderate intensity, which may be due to a decrease in the expression of epithelial junctions causing partial or total loss of cell polarity. Together with an increase in the expression of the mesenchymal marker, giving rise to cell migration in an irregular pattern without even passing through the basement membrane. In the OSCC samples, we found that the intensity of Vimentin in most cases was marked (36.84%). The same happens in prostate, gastric, colorectal, mammary, cervical-uterine and COCE carcinomas in reported findings [28,29] where this over expression is associated with poorly differentiated tumors and an invasive phenotype. This over expression responds to the regulation that undergoes the gene coding for Vimentin, either through transcriptional activators, epigenetic modifications or posttranslational modifications. From this it could be inferred that the intensity investigated for Vimentin in the carcinomas, unlike the groups NOM and OED, would be revealing a process of cellular reprogramming by means of which the neoplastic epithelial cells acquire a mesenchymal phenotype, forcing them to change their morphology and acquire mobility, allowing them to penetrate the basement membrane, invade the subepithelial connective tissue and enter lymphatic or blood vessels.

Angiogenesis is a growing process as malignant transformation of the oral mucosa progresses, probably due to the release of growth factors by tumor, endothelial and inflammatory cells, such as VEGF, bFGF and PDGF [30]. Our findings, increased number of vessels (Table 4), coinciding with other reports [31] where vascularization increased between oral lesions presenting with hyperplasia, OED and OSCC. From this it could be inferred that there is a change in the phenotype of OSCC in relation to OED and NOM and strong presence and action of proangiogenic factors on normal endothelial receptors or the presence of numerous mutated endotheial receptors that promote neovascularization in OSCC.

With respect to the CD117 immunoexpression, we noticed that the average number of mast cells increased as a function of the severity of the lesion, the lesion was larger in OSCC than in OED and NOM. Apparently, mast cells would play a role in the progression of healthy oral mucosa affected by mutational changes towards dysplasia and OSCC. This finding is consistent with some of the OSCC literature [8,32-34] and contradicts others [35,36] where the mast cell number showed a linear decrease when studying the same evolutionary process. This fact can be explained by a decrease in the synthesis of chemotactic factors for mast cells, such as SCF, IL-6 and IL-4 [37] and / or an increase in TGF-β and INF-Y Its apoptosis and decrease in CD117 receptor expression, respectively [35-37] reflecting a significant modification in the microenvironment during tumor initiation and progression.

Conclusion

While the quantification of CD31 and CD117 increased significantly in COCE samples, the present study reveals the down-regulation of the molecular marker E-cadherin, suggestive of reduction in dysplastic cells in comparison to NOM cells. An aberrant expression of the mesenchymal marker Vimentin by epithelial cells was also detected in samples of NOM, OED and OSCC. Collectively, our findings further question the value of E-cadherin and Vimentin as prognostic markers.
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